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Measurements of ambient organic aerosol indicate that a substantial fraction is highly oxidized and low in volatility, but this fraction is generally not reproduced well in either laboratory studies or models. Here we describe a new approach for constraining the viable precursors and formation pathways of highly oxidized organic aerosol, by starting with the oxidized product and considering the possible reverse reactions, using a set of simple chemical rules. The focus of this work is low-volatility oxidized organic aerosol (LV-OOA), determined from factor analysis of aerosol mass spectrometer data. The elemental composition and volatility of the aerosol enable the determination of its position in a three-dimensional chemical space (defined by H/C, O/C, and carbon number) and thus its average chemical formula. Consideration of possible back-reactions then defines the movement taken through this chemical space, constraining potential reaction pathways and precursors. This approach is taken for two highly oxidized aerosol types, an average of LV-OOA factors from ten field campaigns (average formula C_{10.5}H_{13.4}O_{7.3}), and extremely oxidized LV-OOA (from Mexico City, average formula C_{10}H_{12.1}O_{8.4}). Results suggest that potential formation pathways include functionalization reactions that add multiple functional groups per oxidation step, oligomerization of highly oxidized precursors, and, in some cases, fragmentation reactions that involve the loss of small, reduced fragments.

1 Introduction

Organic aerosol (OA) constitutes a substantial fraction (20%–90% by mass) of atmospheric fine particulate matter, and thus a thorough understanding of its formation and evolution is necessary in order to better evaluate the effects of particulate matter on climate and human health. However, despite substantial research efforts, there remains a great deal unknown about the chemical mechanisms important to OA. Especially uncertain are the sources and chemistry of the
most oxidized fraction of OA, sometimes termed “humic-like substances” (HULIS) (when measured using offline techniques of fractionated filter samples),\textsuperscript{2} or low-volatility oxidized organic aerosol (LV-OOA) (when determined from factor analysis of online aerosol mass spectrometer data).\textsuperscript{3} This class of atmospheric organic matter is ubiquitous in the atmosphere,\textsuperscript{1,3} highly oxidized (with an average carbon oxidation state of approximately 0–1),\textsuperscript{4} exceedingly low in volatility (saturation concentration \( \mathit{c^*} \sim 0.1 \) to \(<10^{-7} \, \mu g \, m^{-3})\textsuperscript{5} and generated relatively quickly (over time scales of \( \sim 1–3 \) days).\textsuperscript{3,6}

While this highly oxidized OA is presumed to be secondary in nature (formed from chemical transformations of gas-phase organics that subsequently condense as particulate matter), its detailed formation pathways are poorly understood and have not been adequately reproduced in the laboratory. Laboratory chamber experiments of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formed from various classes of precursors tend to produce aerosol that is relatively unoxidized (average carbon oxidation state (OS\(_C\)) \( \sim -1.1 \) to 0.1).\textsuperscript{4,7} Several efforts to “age” OA in laboratory chambers have also fallen short of reaching oxidation levels as high as those measured for ambient aerosol.\textsuperscript{8,9} Those studies that have succeeded in generating highly oxidized SOA have generally been able to do so only with a select few precursors\textsuperscript{10,11} or at \( \text{OH} \) exposures substantially higher than those relevant to the formation of oxidized aerosol in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{12–14} Alternative routes for aging aerosol, such as aqueous-phase oxidation\textsuperscript{15} or photosensitized reactions\textsuperscript{16} have received recent attention, but there is still much unknown about their chemistry and role in OA formation.

Recent modeling efforts have also attempted to reproduce the amount and degree of oxidation of organic aerosol as measured in field studies, by introducing additional aging chemistry to simulate oxidation beyond the initial SOA formation.\textsuperscript{17–19} However, such models, whether simulating a specific environment (e.g., Mexico City\textsuperscript{17,20,21}), or SOA formation from a specific class of precursors,\textsuperscript{18,22} still tend to be unsuccessful in reproducing the formation of highly oxidized aerosol. They either underpredict OS\(_C\) at a given loading\textsuperscript{17,20,21} or predict the formation of highly oxidized OA over longer time scales than what is observed.\textsuperscript{23} These model-measurement discrepancies suggest major gaps in our understanding of the chemistry underlying the formation of highly oxidized organic aerosol. Unfortunately at present we have very little information as to whether these gaps relate to uncertainties in reaction mechanisms, SOA precursors, or both.

Here we present a new approach for constraining the formation of highly oxidized aerosol, involving the use of chemical properties of the aerosol to better understand its possible formation pathways and precursors. In contrast to most modeling approaches that start with potential precursors and simulate their forward evolution in an attempt to generate products chemically similar to those measured in the atmosphere, we start with the known products (highly oxidized OA components) and work backwards toward reactants (SOA precursors). This approach is similar to the retrosynthetic approach of Pun \textit{et al.} for assessing formation pathways of atmospheric water-soluble organic compounds.\textsuperscript{24} That approach was highly molecule- and reaction-specific, involving the identification of detailed chemical reactions that link individual precursors to individual aerosol components. Here we take a more generalized view of the chemistry, assessing classes of reactions that could ultimately lead to the formation of highly oxidized, low-volatility organics. Such an approach requires knowledge of the
chemical properties of the “targets” (molecules representing the oxidized fraction of the aerosol); we define these in terms of the average chemical formulas of their constituent molecules, as determined from properties measured in field studies as well as structure–activity relationships. From these targets, a set of simple, general rules governing possible atmospheric reactions lets us work backwards, allowing for identification of viable reaction pathways and aerosol precursors (which are also defined in terms of their average chemical properties). By focusing on generic processes rather than detailed chemical structures and mechanisms, we can draw general conclusions about the types of processes and precursors that might yield highly oxidized organic species. These can be used to provide guidance in identifying relevant reaction conditions and precursors in future studies.

In the following section we describe this methodology in detail, including the chemical space we use to describe the organics, the characterization of our targets, and the types and characteristics of reverse pathways considered. Results—the chemical characteristics of our targets (constrained by AMS measurements of LV-OOA components) and the possible range of aerosol formation pathways—are then described. We conclude with discussions of implications of this work for our understanding of highly oxidized organic aerosol, as well as potential areas of future work.

2 Methodology

We describe molecules in terms of their position in a three-dimensional chemical space, defined by their carbon number \((n_C)\), oxygen-to-carbon ratio \((O/C)\), and hydrogen-to-carbon ratio \((H/C)\). \(O/C\) and \(H/C\) have already seen substantial use in describing the average properties of atmospheric organic aerosol using the two-dimensional van Krevelen diagram;\(^7,25\) however, this provides no information on the size of the molecule (a crucial factor governing volatility). By considering \(n_C\) as a third dimension to the van Krevelen space, we can represent any molecular formula \(C_x H_y O_z\) as a single, unique point, and can relate its position in chemical space to volatility.\(^12,13\) This space is equivalent to the three-dimensional space defined by carbon number, hydrogen number, and oxygen number \((n_C \text{ vs. } H_1 \text{ vs. } n_O)\); we choose to use \(O/C\) and \(H/C\) here since they are also used in the van Krevelen diagram, and are more amenable to visualization and comparison of elemental composition (hydrogen and oxygen content) of molecules of different sizes. A previously proposed alternative three-dimensional space uses molecular weight, heteroatom mass, and double bond equivalents.\(^26\) While this has advantages for describing certain atmospheric systems, especially those with nitrogen or sulfur containing species, the space proposed here is more conducive to the description of atmospheric reactions in terms of changes to carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen content of the molecules.

The three-dimensional space we use here is closely related to many of the two-dimensional frameworks that have recently been used to describe and/or model organic aerosol. These include the van Krevelen plot,\(^7\) polarity vs. \(n_{C_2}\),\(^27\) \(O\_C\) vs. saturation vapor concentration \((c^*)\),\(^19\) the \(f_{44}\) vs. \(f_{43}\) space for plotting AMS data,\(^25,28\) \(O\_C\) vs. \(n_{C_4}\)\(^4\) and \(n_O\) vs. \(n_{C_1}\)\(^18\). Although adding a third dimension introduces complexity to any of these descriptions, it allows for more chemical information to be represented. It explicitly includes the effects of carbon number, which are missing from functional-group-based frameworks (e.g., van Krevelen
and f44–f43), and it requires fewer assumptions about the identity or distributions of functional groups than frameworks that reduce the descriptions of functional groups to a single dimension (polarity–nC, OS–nC, OS–c*, nO–nC). We note that isomeric species of a given formula CxHyOz are not distinguished even in this 3-D space, which can lead to errors in the calculation of c* when the identity of the functional groups changes, as discussed below. Nonetheless, chemical transformations and properties (e.g., c*) can be represented in this space in a straightforward manner.

I. Characterization of the target

Our general approach is to start with the product (molecules representative of highly oxidized organic aerosol) and work backwards. We refer to this species as the “target” and the backwards reactions as “transforms” following the conventions of retrosynthetic analysis. Key to this approach is the accurate determination of the chemical formula (position in O/C–H/C–nC space) of the target.

Since the target in this case (highly oxidized organic aerosol) is not a single molecule, but rather a complex mixture, we define it in terms of its average properties and average chemical formula. In the present study we determine this from field studies using the Aerodyne High Resolution-Time of Flight-Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, or simply AMS), which provides measurements of the elemental ratios of OA. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) of AMS data typically yields several factors, of which LV-OOA is the most highly oxidized. We take this to be representative of the most oxidized organic aerosol, and use measurements of LV-OOA elemental ratios to define the location of our target in van Krevelen space.

Because the AMS provides no information regarding carbon number (the third dimension of our chemical space), we determine nC from field measurements of aerosol volatility (c*). The carbon number can be estimated from c* using structure–activity relationships (SARs) for determining vapor pressure. In this work we use SIMPOL, allowing for the direct determination of c* from nC and the functional group abundance, as described below. We focus on partitioning only into the condensed organic phase, as described by c*. Partitioning into liquid water could also be included using this general approach, but it would require use of a SAR for estimating the volatility over water (Henry’s law constant), which is beyond the scope of this work.

Key inputs for SIMPOL (and most other SARs for estimating vapor pressures) are the abundances of different functional groups in the molecule. In order to determine these from our values for nC, H/C, and O/C, we make two assumptions. The first is that functional groups in the molecule are limited to carbonyls, hydroxyls, or some combination of the two (e.g., carboxylic acids). Since each functional group contains only one oxygen atom, their abundances can be related to the oxygen number of the molecule:

\[ n_O = n_C O/C = n_{-OH} + n_{-O} \]

where nO, nC, and O/C are as defined above, and n_{-OH} and n_{-O} are the number of hydroxyl groups and carbonyl groups in the molecule, respectively. While other functional groups are also likely to be present in organic aerosol, several groups can be approximated using this simple treatment, as discussed below.
The second assumption is that all sites of unsaturation (double bond equivalents, DBE) in the molecule arise from carbonyl groups:

\[ n_{\text{DBE}} = 1 + n_C \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{H}{C} \right) \]  

(2)

We therefore assume that our target contains no carbon–carbon double bonds or rings. While this is reasonable for aliphatic C=C bonds, which are highly susceptible to oxidation and unlikely to survive significant atmospheric processing, cyclic (or aromatic) structures may be present in highly oxidized OA. The effect of neglecting any rings present is to overestimate \( n_{\text{DBE}} \) and underestimate \( n_{\text{OH}} \), thereby overestimating \( c^* \) somewhat.

The two assumptions above (eqn (1) and (2)) allow for the straightforward derivation of expressions relating elemental ratios, functional groups, volatility, and carbon number. The number of hydroxyl groups \( n_{\text{OH}} \) can be determined by combining eqn (1) and (2):

\[
\begin{align*}
\log_{10} c^* &= \log_{10}(\alpha P_{\text{sat}}) = \log_{10} \alpha + b_0 + b_C n_C + b_\text{DBE} n_{\text{DBE}} + b_{\text{OH}} n_{\text{OH}} \\
&= \log_{10} \alpha + b_0 + b_C n_C + b_{\text{DBE}} \left( 1 + n_C \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{H}{C} \right) \right) \\
&\quad + b_{\text{OH}} \left( -1 + n_C \left( \frac{O}{C} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{H}{C} - 1 \right) \right)
\end{align*}
\]  

(4)

where \( P_{\text{sat}} \) is the vapor pressure in atm, \( \alpha \) is the conversion from \( P_{\text{sat}} \) to \( c^* \), and the \( b \) terms are the different group contribution terms for quantifying the contribution of each chemical moiety to vapor pressure: \( b_0 \) is the zero order term, \( b_C \) is the carbon number term, \( b_{\text{DBE}} \) is the carbonyl group term, and \( b_{\text{OH}} \) is the hydroxyl group term (for MW = 200 g mol\(^{-1}\) and \( T = 293 \) K, equal to \( 1.79, -0.438, -0.935, \) and \( -2.23 \), respectively).\(^9\) The conversion factor \( \alpha \) is given by \( \alpha = 10^6(\text{MW})/RT \), or \( 8.314 \times 10^5 \) at 293 K, where MW is the average molecular weight (g mol\(^{-1}\)) of the molecules making up the absorbing phase, \( R \) is the ideal gas constant (\( 8.21 \times 10^{-5} \) atm m\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), and \( T \) is the temperature in K. For these calculations we use an assumed MW value of 200 g mol\(^{-1}\); the actual value used has little effect on the results. Rearranging eqn (4) to solve for carbon number, and substituting in values of \( n_{\text{DBE}} \) and \( n_{\text{OH}} \) from eqn (2) and (3), we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
n_C &= \frac{\log_{10} c^* - \log_{10} \alpha - b_0 - b_{\text{DBE}} + b_{\text{OH}}}{b_C + b_{\text{DBE}} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{H}{C} \right) + b_{\text{OH}} \left( \frac{O}{C} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{H}{C} - 1 \right)}
\end{align*}
\]  

(5)

Eqn (5) allows for the determination of carbon number from elemental (H/C, O/C) and volatility (\( c^* \)) data. This approach, used in previous descriptions of heterogeneous oxidation systems,\(^{12,13}\) is similar to that of Donahue et al.\(^9\) for
estimating carbon number from OS$_C$ (or O/C) and c* alone; however that approach required making assumptions about functional group distribution (specifically that n$_{-OH} = n_{-O}$). With the explicit inclusion of H/C, we can directly calculate n$_{-OH}$ and n$_{-O}$, which allows for a more accurate estimation of n$_C$.

Eqn (5) relies critically on the assumption that target molecules contain only hydroxyl and carbonyl groups. While molecules containing other functional groups will be less accurately represented, many such functional groups are reasonably approximated as carbonyls, alcohols, or some combination of the two. Because the vapor pressure effect of an acid group ($b_{(-OH)O} = -3.58$) is similar to that of a hydroxyl plus a carbonyl ($b_{-OH} + b_{-O} = -3.165$), treating an acid as the sum of the two introduces only a minor error. Likewise, epoxides are very similar to carbonyls in terms of both bonding and effect on volatility: like carbonyls, they contribute one DBE, and the vapor pressure effect of an ether ($b_{-O} = -0.718$) is similar to that of a carbonyl. Similarly, nitrate and hydroperoxyl groups are connected to the carbon skeleton via a single C–O bond and so have similar bonding as a hydroxyl, and also have roughly the same vapor pressure effect ($b_{NO_3} = -2.23$, $b_{OOH} = -2.48$). These functional groups have additional oxygen atoms, but in the AMS these are likely lost as NO$_2$ or OH fragments and so it is likely that only one oxygen atom is measured (as is the case for a hydroxyl group). Since these moieties contribute one fewer hydrogen than a hydroxyl group, the measured H/C may not be exactly the same as for the corresponding alcohol, but this will have only a minor effect on results. Unfortunately, not all functional groups are as well-represented in the above treatment. Acyclic ethers have the same bonding (and contribution to O/C and H/C) as hydroxyl groups, but have a substantially smaller effect on vapor pressure ($b_{O} = -0.718$ vs. $b_{-OH} = -2.23$). Similarly, esters, like acids, will be treated as a carbonyl plus a hydroxyl group.

Fig. 1  Possible transforms (back-reactions) available to a target molecule, assuming functionalization reactions only (with no change to carbon number). Loss of functional groups is illustrated in terms of movement in van Krevelen space, depicting changes in H/C and O/C. The exact trajectory depends on the identity both of the functional group and the bond being replaced. Panel a: functionalization of C–H bonds (saturated case), with slopes of −2 for carbonyl groups and 0 for hydroxyl groups. Panel b: functionalization of C=C bonds or rings (unsaturated case), with slopes of −1 for carbonyl groups and +1 for hydroxyl groups. In either case, changes to more than one functional group (light grey arrows and points) can be described by simple vector addition.
but their actual effect on vapor pressure is far smaller ($b_{(=O)O^-} = -1.20$ vs. $b_{-OH} + b_{=O} = -3.165$). There is no good way to account for these errors using elemental ratios alone; direct measurements of functional group abundances in OA (e.g., using FTIR$^{41}$) would thus greatly aid in this general approach for determining the chemical formula and properties of the target.

We note there are ways to determine the chemical formula (position in a given chemical space) other than the elemental- and volatility-based approach described above. One widely-used technique is ultrahigh-resolution electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (UHR-ESI-MS) of filter samples to directly determine exact chemical formulas.$^{42,43}$ There are currently far fewer measurements of ambient OA by UHR-ESI-MS than by AMS, but this is another promising technique for characterizing the target. While concerns such as variations in sensitivity toward different compounds, and the possibility of fractionation arising from dissolution in a given solvent, still need to be addressed, estimates of $OS_C$ and $n_C$ from AMS and ESI measurements are generally in good agreement.$^4$

II. Transforms

Once the target is well-defined, transforms (the reverse of atmospheric reactions) allow for the formation chemistry to be traced backwards toward potential precursors. Again, the aim is not to identify specific formation pathways and precursor molecules, but rather to examine the key features of viable ones. Here, we consider three reaction classes—functionalization, fragmentation, and oligomerization—each of which is discussed below. Simple chemical rules for each reaction class help constrain their potential role and possible precursors.

a) Functionalization. Functionalization reactions are those that add (or interconvert) functional groups without other changes to the carbon skeleton. They are easily represented in a 2-D van Krevelen plot since they involve no change in $n_C$. Movement through this space has been used previously to describe different functional group additions.$^{7,25}$ Reverse functionalization reactions connecting target molecules back to their precursors involve the loss of carbonyl or hydroxyl groups, as shown in Fig. 1. The exact direction in van Krevelen space depends not only on the functional group involved but also the nature of the precursor, specifically the bond (C–H vs. C=C) being replaced by the functional group. Fig. 1a shows the “saturated” case, in which the functional groups replace C–H bonds, which has been considered previously.$^7$ Removing a single functional group decreases O/C by $1/n_C$, with the effect on H/C depending on the identity of the group. Loss of a carbonyl decreases H/C by $2/n_C$ (following a slope of $-2$ on the van Krevelen plot), while removing a hydroxyl has no effect on the H/C ratio (following a slope of 0). These steps are fully additive, such that the loss of multiple functional groups can be described simply by the sum of the vectors associated with the individual groups. For example, removing a hydroxycarbonyl or carboxylic acid (the equivalent of removing one hydroxyl and one carbonyl) decreases O/C by $2/n_C$ and increases H/C by $2/n_C$ (thereby following a slope of $-1$). Fig. 1b shows the “unsaturated” case, in which the functional group replaces a carbon-carbon double bond (or C–C single bond within a ring). Loss of a functional group still decreases O/C by $1/n_C$, but now removing a carbonyl increases H/C by only $1/n_C$ (slope = $-1$), whereas removing a hydroxyl actually decreases H/C, by $1/n_C$ (slope = +1). Note that the oxidation of C=C bonds typically involves...
changes to two functional groups, so movement through this space can be quite rapid. In either case (saturated or unsaturated), for a given $n_C$, each point in van Krevelen space corresponds to a value of $c^*$, allowing the change in volatility associated with any transform to be easily computed.

We can define the range of potential precursors of our target by providing two fundamental limits on what reverse reactions are possible: (1) a molecule cannot lose more of a given functional group than it actually has; and (2) going backwards, the average carbon oxidation state cannot increase, since reduction reactions are thermodynamically unfavorable. This can significantly narrow the area in chemical space that defines the potential precursors, as discussed in the Results section.

b) Fragmentation. Fragmentation reactions decrease the carbon number of the molecule via the cleavage of carbon–carbon bonds. Since these reactions are oxidative, they will involve the addition of functional groups at the site of the bond breakage. (The scission of a single bond within a ring is therefore not considered a fragmentation reaction, and is instead a functionalization reaction, involving the addition of multiple functional groups.) Fragmentation reactions can result in rapid oxidation of the carbon, since they can lead to a high abundance of functional groups on relatively small molecules. However, the decrease in carbon number can also lead to a substantial increase in volatility. This tradeoff likely limits the importance of fragmentation pathways for the formation of very oxidized, low-volatility species.

Because $n_C$ changes during fragmentation, simple 2-D van Krevelen plots are not sufficient to accurately capture these transformations. Furthermore, because of the range of possible precursors (with any number of carbon, oxygen, or hydrogen atoms), there are no simple generic transforms to describe this change. Nonetheless, we can apply constraints that considerably narrow the chemical space associated with the possible transforms and precursors. One approach is to assume that functional groups are evenly distributed across all the carbon in a molecule, and that this distribution is conserved during the fragmentation process (with the exception of any functional groups added during fragmentation). This statistical treatment of fragmentation is similar to that used in the recently-developed Statistical Oxidation Model.\(^\text{18}\) For the present study, we assume that two functional groups (one hydroxyl and one carbonyl) are added to a given fragment, but this distribution can be altered as necessary. Such assumptions (plus the requirement that $n_C$ of the precursor must exceed that of the target), give the following constraints: $n_{C,p} > n_{C,t}$, $n_{-OH,p} = (n_{-OH} - 1)(n_{C,p}/n_{C,t})$, and $n_{=O,p} = (n_{=O,t} - 1)(n_{C,p}/n_{C,t})$, where subscript “$t$” refers to the target and subscript “$p$” refers to the precursor. The subtraction of 1 from $n_{-OH,t}$ and $n_{=O,t}$ accounts for the addition of the two functional groups upon fragmentation.

An alternative, more exact approach is to allow the functional groups to be localized somewhere on a molecule, rather than distributed evenly across it. This allows for a broader range of potential precursors, since fragments can have varying degrees of oxidation (i.e., one that is more oxidized than the other). In this case, the number of functional groups in the target provides constraints on precursors: after taking into account any new functional groups, the precursor cannot have fewer hydroxyl or carbonyl groups than the target. Again, if we assume that two groups (one hydroxyl and one carbonyl) are added to the fragment, thereby increasing $n_{-O}$ and $n_{-OH}$ each by one, we obtain the following constraints: $n_{C,p} > n_{C,t}$, $n_{-OH,p} \geq (n_{-OH,t} - 1)$, and $n_{=O,p} \geq (n_{=O,t} - 1)$.
c) Oligomerization. Oligomerization reactions occur when two molecular species combine to form a larger one. Because of the associated increase in carbon number, oligomerization reactions are an efficient way to lower vapor pressure. However, this type of reaction is typically non-oxidative so is not accompanied by an overall change in OSC. Therefore the carbon atoms in the precursors must, on average, be as oxidized as those in the target.
As with fragmentation, oligomerization transforms are more difficult to describe than those for functionalization, since any number of changes to \( n_C, n_H, \) and \( n_O \) are possible. However, we can still apply basic constraints related to the allowable number of carbons and functional groups to narrow the range of potential precursors. The same statistical method described for fragmentation reactions can be used for oligomerization to constrain the precursor molecules. Here, we require the \( n_C \) of the precursor to be smaller than that of the target, and we assume that the precursor molecules have the same functional group distribution as the target, giving the following constraints: \( n_{C,p} < n_{C,t}, n_{-OH,p} = n_{C,p}(n_{-OH,t}/n_{C,t}), \) and \( n=O,p = n_{C,p}(n=O,t/n_{C,t}). \)

As with fragmentation, we can expand the range of precursors further by allowing the functional groups to be unevenly distributed between the two precursors. This allows one of the oligomerization reactants to be more functionalized than the other. While a large number of different oligomerization transformations are possible, we assume that for any oligomerization reaction each precursor must have at least one functional group. We also allow the total oxygen and hydrogen content to change somewhat by the gain or loss of a water molecule, or by the conversion of a carbonyl to an alcohol (as in a hemiacetal formation). These assumptions, plus the requirement that the precursor \( n_C \) be lower than the target \( n_C \), yield the following simple rules for the number of oxygen atoms and carbonyl and hydroxyl groups: \( n_{O,p} \leq n_{O,t}, n_{-OH,p} \leq (n=O,t + 1), \) and \( n_{-OH,p} \leq (n_{-OH,t} + 1). \) It should be noted that if ester or ether linkages are formed during the oligomerization reaction, they will introduce an error in the \( c^* \) calculation. However, these effects are likely to be relatively small since the change in \( c^* \) is governed mostly by changes to the carbon number, rather than by interconversions of functional groups.

3 Results

I. LV-OOA target

Properties of the highly oxidized OA target are determined from HR-ToF-AMS field measurements. Table 1 summarizes AMS elemental ratios for studies that report H/C and O/C for the LV-OOA PMF factor (or, more generally, the most oxidized of multiple OOA factors, which includes factors such as OOA-I\(^{32} \) or MO-OOA\(^{31} \)). Fig. 2 shows the location of these factors in van Krevelen space. The degree of oxidation varies widely from study to study, indicating that LV-OOA is not one class of compounds but rather an aged form of SOA with a composition that varies as a function of location, emissions profile, and/or oxidant exposure. For example, LV-OOA from the MILAGRO field campaign in the Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA)\(^{32,35} \) is substantially more oxidized than that measured at the other field sites. Nonetheless, we use the average values of LV-OOA H/C and O/C (1.28 and 0.696, respectively) from these studies as our generic highly-oxidized OA target. This is shown as a black star in Fig. 2. The ellipse represents the covariance of the data within 1.96 standard deviations of the uncorrected mean value. AMS elemental ratios for ambient organic aerosol are typically corrected using empirical factors to account for biases in ion fragmentation.\(^{32} \) Recent calibration studies indicate that the recommended factors result in an underestimation of O/C and H/C values for a range of multi-functional oxidized organic standards, indicating that AMS elemental ratios reported for ambient environments will
need to be modified by new correction factors (effectively 1.3 for O/C and 1.1 for H/C). The average ratios calculated after using these new proposed correction factors are also shown in Fig. 2.

Volatility of the aerosol, as measured with thermodenuders, has to our knowledge been reported for only a limited number of field studies, and values for $c^*$ have been determined only for the MCMA ground-based data. The decrease in the LV-OOA factor upon heating in the thermodenuder is consistent with LV-OOA volatilities spanning a range of $c^*$ values between $10^{-7}$ and $10^{-1}$ μg m$^{-3}$. However, since the LV-OOA measured in MCMA appears not to be representative of LV-OOA everywhere (Fig. 2), these volatility ranges may not be widely applicable to other locations. On the other hand, the elemental composition of Riverside LV-OOA is close to that of the overall LV-OOA average (Fig. 2), suggesting its volatility, which is substantially higher than that of LV-OOA in MCMA, may be more representative of typical LV-OOA. We choose $c^*$ in the range of $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-1}$ μg m$^{-3}$ as reasonable values based on the reported $c^*$ distribution. From these $c^*$ values, carbon numbers can be calculated (eqn (5)): for $\log_{10}(c^*)$ of $-1$, $-3$, and $-5$, the corresponding chemical formulas are $C_{9.2}H_{11.8}O_{6.4}$, $C_{10.5}H_{13.4}O_{7.3}$, and $C_{11.8}H_{15.1}O_{8.2}$, respectively, for the reported average, and $C_{6.8}H_{9.3}O_{6.1}$, $C_{7.7}H_{10.9}O_{7}$, and $C_{8.7}H_{12.2}O_{7.9}$, respectively, for the corrected average. These formulas are not meant to define exact chemical species or specific molecules, but instead represent averages of all the compounds in LV-OOA.

The sources of uncertainty considered in evaluating the average number of carbon atoms in the LV-OOA mixture arise from estimated errors in the elemental composition.

**Fig. 3** Locations of the different LV-OOA factors in $OS_C-n_C$ space. Grey circles indicate the possible combinations of average carbon oxidation state and carbon number. Numbered points denote LV-OOA from all ten field campaigns (numbers are the same as in Fig. 2); $OS_C$ is determined from elemental ratios, and $n_C$ from eqn (5), using a $c^*$ of $10^{-3}$ μg m$^{-3}$. The black star shows the average values for all the factors, with the ellipse depicting the uncertainty in its $n_C$ and $OS_C$ values (see text for details). The grey star shows the position of the average LV-OOA after applying the recommended correction of 1.3 and 1.1 to O/C and H/C, respectively.
analysis calculation, the distribution of vapor pressures of the compounds within the mixture, and variation in the elemental ratios measured in the different field studies. The measurement error arising from elemental analysis is estimated to be ±30% of the reported O/C and ±10% for H/C. Because these errors were reported for individual compounds, we expect the measurement error of a large mixture of compounds to be substantially smaller, so that the values given represent the most conservative case. The uncertainty in $c^*$ for the average of all OOA components is taken to be $10^{-3}\pm2 \times 10^{-3}$, as approximated from the distribution of values reported. The variance in elemental ratios for the mixtures is simply the variance of the data presented in Table 1, multiplied by 1.96 in order to reflect the range in which 95% of the data is expected to fall. These errors are propagated forward using the sensitivity of $n_C$ to O/C, H/C, and $\log_{10}(c^*)$ as described by eqn (5), to give three separate values of the uncertainty in the carbon number, $\delta_{n_C}$. The contributions from elemental analysis measurement error, variation in the volatility, and variance are 3.3, 1.3, and 3.8, respectively. An overall uncertainty, $\delta_{n_C,\text{tot}}$, is calculated as the square root of sum of squares of each separate uncertainty, to yield a final estimate of 10.5 ± 5.2 for the LV-OOA carbon number, with the greatest source of uncertainty being the variance in elemental ratios reported for each field study discussed here.

Fig. 3 (OSC vs. $n_C$) shows the location of the different LV-OOA factors in carbon oxidation state vs. carbon number space. Also shown is the average LV-OOA target, with the ellipse depicting the uncertainty associated with its $n_C$ and OSC values. The rotated ellipse arises from the covariance between the outputs and reflects the fact that more highly oxidized compounds require a smaller carbon.
number for a given value of \( c^* \). The carbon numbers determined here \( (n_C \sim 6-15) \) are slightly larger than those estimated by Donahue et al. \( (n_C \sim 5-10) \) using a similar technique and the same general \( c^* \) range.\(^{24}\) This difference in part results from the lower value of \( \text{OS}_C \) that we use, and our direct determination of the abundance of hydroxyl and carbonyl functional groups individually, rather than assuming the two are equally abundant.

**Functionalization.** Taking the LV-OOA target determined using \( c^* = 10^{-3} \mu\text{g m}^{-3} \) \( (\text{C}_{10.5}\text{H}_{13.4}\text{O}_{7.3}) \), and assuming it was formed via functionalization reactions only (with changes to H/C and O/C but not carbon number), allows us to work backwards toward precursors in van Krevelen space, using the simple rules described in the Methodology section. Fig. 4 shows the potential formation pathways and precursors, but is different than most other van Krevelen plots used to represent atmospheric OA since it includes gas-phase as well as particulate organics. The black star denotes the target, and the black circles depict the possible transforms associated with functionalization (as depicted in Fig. 1), with each point corresponding to the loss of an integer number of functional groups. Fig. 4a shows the fully saturated case in which functional groups replace C–H bonds only, and Fig. 4b shows the unsaturated case in which they replace only C=C bonds.

The parallelograms represent the range of possible transforms and precursors, and are bounded by the requirement that the target cannot lose more hydroxyl or carbonyl groups than it has (so that the dimensions of the parallelogram are given by the number of hydroxyl and carbonyl groups). The left corner of the parallelogram \( (y\)-intercept in the van Krevelen diagram) corresponds to the fully de-functionalized hydrocarbon precursor. For the saturated case, this gives a precursor with a formula consistent with an acyclic alkane. For the unsaturated case, it gives an alkene containing \( n_O/2 \) C=C bonds (or 3.7 for our target). This corresponds to a precursor of formula \( \text{C}_{10.5}\text{H}_{15.7} \), which interestingly is similar to that of monoterpenes, a well-studied class of SOA precursors. These two limiting cases bound the H/C of the hydrocarbon precursor to between 1.5 and 2.2.

The areas defined by the parallelograms in Fig. 4, and movement within them, are not necessarily tied to specific chemistry, but rather describe the range of possible precursors. The dashed grey lines are carbon oxidation state contours \( (\text{OS}_C \approx 20/\text{C} - \text{H}/\text{C}). \) From these, it can be seen that replacing C–H bonds with functional groups (Fig. 4a) moves more directly along the \( \text{OS}_C \) gradient than replacing C=C bonds (Fig. 4b) does, and results in a larger increase in \( \text{OS}_C \) per functional group. At the same time, the oxidation of C=C bonds usually involves the addition of two functional groups per oxidation step. It should be noted that the areas bounded by the parallelograms are for oxidation reactions only; non-oxidative transformations (involving movement along lines of constant \( \text{OS}_C \)) could lead to a wider range of possible precursors. One example is the dehydration of the target molecule (open circles in Fig. 4), whose corresponding forward reaction is the hydrolysis of a carbonyl or epoxide group to form two hydroxyl groups, believed to be an important reaction in the formation of isoprene SOA.\(^{55}\)

The shading in Fig. 4 indicates the volatility (and therefore predominant phase) as a function of location in van Krevelen space: volatile/gas-phase (white, \( c^* > 10 \mu\text{g m}^{-3} \)), semi-volatile (light grey, \( 0.1 < c^* < 10 \mu\text{g m}^{-3} \)), or low-volatility/particle-phase (dark grey, \( c^* < 0.1 \mu\text{g m}^{-3} \)). This is similar to the work of Kessler et al. in which \( c^* \) cutoffs were calculated as a function of carbon number.\(^{12,13}\) While the exact cutoffs will vary with organic aerosol loading, these are reasonable...
values for most ambient conditions. Values for $c^*$ were calculated using eqn (4), though for Fig. 4b it was modified to allow for one DBE to be from a C=C bond:

$$\log_{10} c^* = \log_{10} a + b_0 + b_C n_C + b_{\text{OH}} \left( n_C \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} H/C \right) \right) + b_{\text{O}} \left( n_C \left( O/C + \frac{1}{2} H/C - 1 \right) \right)$$

(6)

While the timescales of formation of highly oxidized OA are highly uncertain, there is evidence (based on Mexico City data) that the process is relatively fast, on the order of a day. This is faster than the rate of heterogeneous oxidation (which occurs on the order of several days), suggesting that the immediate precursor to highly oxidized OA is likely not in the particle phase. The production of low-volatility products by gas-phase oxidation leads to a “trapping” in the particle phase where the rate of oxidation slows dramatically. Thus the rapid formation of highly oxidized OA via functionalization reactions would seem to require gas-phase precursors. Semi-volatile compounds (light grey area in Fig. 4) may serve as gas-phase precursors, but their oxidation reactions tend to be slow, since they spend some fraction of their time in the particle phase; in addition they are highly susceptible to depositional losses to other environmental surfaces. Thus, in the absence of fast particle phase oxidation reactions, the most likely

---

**Fig. 5** Contour plot showing the influence of a single carbon atom in a molecule, including its associated functional groups, on the molecule's volatility ($\delta(\log_{10} c^*)/\delta n_C$), as calculated from eqn (4). These are calculated for $n_C = 10.5$, but do not vary significantly with carbon number above $n_C = 7$. Instead H/C and O/C have the strongest influence on “per-carbon volatility” which is greatest when both ratios are high (top right corner, when hydroxyl groups are abundant). The discontinuities near the left of the figure reflect the fact that eqn (4) does not always hold at low O/C, where unsaturation arises from C=C double bonds or rings rather than carbonyl groups; thus when DBE $> n_O$, eqn (4) is modified to allow for C=C double bonds. LV-OOA targets used in this study are denoted by markers.
immediate gas-phase precursors to highly oxidized aerosol are those that are fully in the gas phase; as shown in Fig. 4, this requires the precursor to have substantially fewer functional groups than the target (at least two fewer hydroxyl groups or three fewer mixed hydroxyl/carbonyl groups). Known routes for the addition of multiple functional groups in a single oxidation step include the oxidation of carbon–carbon double bonds or oxidative ring-opening reactions, both of which add at least two (and possibly more) functional groups to the molecule. In addition, some alkoxy isomerization reactions can add three or more functional groups at a time;\(^{60}\) plus there is evidence for other, poorly-understood mechanisms that involve the rapid addition of multiple functional groups.\(^{61}\)

The above discussion assumes that the formation of low-volatility organics is rapid compared to the rate of heterogeneous oxidation, and also that gas-particle partitioning is essentially instantaneous. In general, the formation kinetics of the most oxidized fraction of OA are not well constrained; if they are substantially slower in most environments than in MCMA, heterogeneous oxidation could play an important role, allowing the immediate oxidative precursors to be in the condensed phase. This uncertainty underscores the need for additional ambient studies of OA at a variety of photochemical ages. Additionally, recent studies of partitioning kinetics suggest that condensable organics may remain in the gas phase longer than predicted by assumptions of thermodynamic equilibrium.\(^{62}\) This could potentially allow for additional gas-phase oxidation even when the precursors have volatilities below the semi-volatile/condensed-phase cutoff. On the other hand, several experimental studies suggest a mass transfer limitation to

![Fig. 6](https://example.com/fig6.png)

**Fig. 6** Ranges of possible precursors of fragmentation (solid-shaded areas) and oligomerization (lightly-shaded areas) reactions that can form the LV-OOA target (black star). Three-dimensional chemical space is depicted by showing the range in van Krevelen space available to precursors of different carbon numbers. The numbers correspond to the carbon number change of the reaction; for example “−2” refers to a fragmentation reaction in which the target has two fewer carbon atoms than the precursor. The target can be formed via fragmentation of a gas-phase precursor only if a small \((C_1−C_2)\) reduced fragment is lost; oligomerization is a more viable channel, though it requires the precursors to be low in volatility and thus extremely oxidized. In both cases, the range of possible precursors is considerably narrower if it is assumed that functional groups are evenly distributed on the target and precursor(s).
the evaporation of particulate organics;\textsuperscript{63-65} this would have the opposite effect, enhancing the “trapping” effect and causing the semi-volatile precursors to behave more like the least-volatile species.

The potential formation pathways of highly oxidized aerosol also depend on our knowledge of the physicochemical properties (elemental ratios and $c^*$), which can be uncertain. While the volatility ($c^*$) chosen for our target has a relatively minor effect on calculated carbon number, it strongly influences the potential formation processes, most importantly by affecting the phase of the precursors. Decreasing the $c^*$ of the target (for example, from $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-5}$ $\mu$g m$^{-3}$, increasing the calculated $n_C$ from 10.5 to 11.8), increases the number of functional groups that must be removed in order for the immediate precursor to be in the gas phase. Therefore targets with low $c^*$ are less likely to be formed from functionalization reactions, whereas targets with higher $c^*$ can be easily formed from reactions that add only 1–2 functional groups.

The elemental ratios used for the target in Fig. 4 represent the average from a number of studies (Table 1), yielding an average chemical formula of C$_{10.5}$H$_{13.4}$O$_{7.3}$ (with 2.5 hydroxyl groups and 4.8 carbonyl groups). If we use the corrected values for the elemental ratios\textsuperscript{53} (grey star in Fig. 2), but the same $c^*$ as in the base case ($10^{-3}$ $\mu$g m$^{-3}$), we obtain a target with a chemical formula of C$_{7.7}$H$_{10.9}$O$_{7}$ (3.7 hydroxyl groups and 3.3 carbonyl groups). The higher $n$-OH/$n$-O ratio implies a lower carbon number at a given $c^*$, since hydroxyl groups have a greater effect on $c^*$ than do carbonyl groups. While this has little effect on the number of functional groups separating the target and a gas-phase precursor (since the separation is governed primarily by the volatility of the target), it can affect the overall pathways connecting the oxidized aerosol to hydrocarbon precursors; additional oxidation steps will be required to form a target with a higher number of functional groups.

**Fragmentation reactions.** In addition to the chemical constraints listed in the Methodology section, the phase of the fragmentation precursor also limits the possible transforms associated with this reaction. As in the functionalization case, we require the precursor to be in the gas phase ($c^* > 0.1$ $\mu$g m$^{-3}$) since heterogeneous oxidation is assumed to be too slow to account for the rate of formation of highly oxidized aerosol.

The overall, average effect of fragmentation reactions on volatility is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the contribution of a single carbon atom (and its associated functional groups) to the volatility of a molecule of $n_C = 10.5$. (Results are only weakly dependent on carbon number above $n_C = 7$. This is calculated from eqn (4), assuming that the functional groups are evenly distributed throughout the molecule \textit{i.e.}, the number of groups on the carbon atom is equal to the number of groups on the entire molecule divided by $n_C$. For our target (black star in Fig. 5), each carbon atom decreases the vapor pressure by 1.4 orders of magnitude. This is a full order of magnitude larger than the effect of a non-functionalized carbon (\textit{e.g.}, a CH$_2$ group). This simple view of “per-carbon volatility” helps guide assessments of the viability of fragmentation reactions as steps in the formation of highly oxidized organic aerosol; however, as discussed in the Methodology section, it does not accurately represent all fragmentation reactions, since functional groups generally are not evenly distributed throughout a given molecule. Here we consider potential fragmentation precursors both with and without evenly-distributed functional groups.
Assuming the functional groups are distributed evenly, fragmentation of a gas-phase molecule cannot form highly oxidized, low-volatility OA. This is because the decrease in volatility from the additional functional groups (in this case, one hydroxyl group and one carbonyl group, lowering \( c^* \) by 3.2 orders of magnitude) is largely if not completely offset by the volatility increase from the carbon loss (1.4 orders of magnitude per carbon atom). As a result, the large decrease in volatility needed to form a low-volatility target (2 orders of magnitude) is not possible, a conclusion broadly consistent with the findings of Cappa and Wilson. However, when functional groups are not evenly distributed, and reduced carbon can be lost during fragmentation, the formation of the target via fragmentation is possible in some cases. The carbon numbers and elemental ratios of viable precursors are depicted in Fig. 6 (solid-shaded areas). The allowed precursors are only slightly larger than the target, and are significantly less oxidized, indicating that fragmentation can produce highly oxidized organic aerosol only when the precursor loses a small (C1 or C2) and essentially unfunctionalized fragment. (This exact requirement depends on the identity and number of functional groups added to the fragment). However, molecules that are more volatile than our target are more likely to form via fragmentation, since they may be more easily formed from gas-phase precursors. Similarly, less-oxidized species can also be formed from fragmentation reactions, since the increase in volatility from losing carbon atoms is not as great (top left corner of Fig. 5). Thus, while fragmentation reactions probably do not lead to the immediate formation of highly oxidized OA, they
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**Fig. 7** Functionalization transforms available to the LV-OOA target from the MILAGRO ground site,\(^{31,37}\) using \( n_C = 10 \) and \( c^* = 10^{-5} \) \( \mu \text{g} \text{m}^{-3} \). (These are different than the values in Fig. 3–4 which used \( c^* \) of \( 10^{-3} \) \( \mu \text{g} \text{m}^{-3} \).) This plot is similar to Fig. 4, except that the saturated and unsaturated cases are shown together, as black and grey parallelograms, respectively (the \( c^* \) cutoffs are given for the saturated case only). Because of the exceedingly low volatility of these organics,\(^{5,37}\) their formation from gas-phase precursors can occur only if a large number of functional groups (three or more) are added to the precursor in a single oxidation step.
might occur as part of the overall reaction mechanism, primarily in the earlier oxidation steps.

**Oligomerization reactions.** Because oligomerization reactions decrease volatility, they are generally more viable steps in the formation of oxidized OA components than fragmentation reactions. As with fragmentation reactions, the phase of the precursor introduces constraints beyond those described in the Methodology section: since the probability of two gas-phase precursors reacting is quite low under most conditions, at least one precursor must be present in the particle phase ($c^* < 10 \mu g m^{-3}$).

Since oligomerization reactions involve changes to $n_C$, their effects can be visualized similarly to the effects of fragmentation reactions, by treating all carbon as evenly functionalized (Fig. 5). Assuming that functional groups are evenly-distributed in both the precursors and the targets, the condensed-phase precursor can be smaller than the target by one or two carbon atoms. Precursors with even fewer carbon atoms will be so volatile that they will be present in the gas phase only, and therefore cannot participate in oligomerization reactions. However, a wider range of precursors is possible if the functional groups are not evenly distributed, and instead the two precursor molecules have different levels of functionalization. The range of possible oligomerization precursors are shown as lightly-shaded regions in Fig. 6; lower carbon numbers are possible when the majority of the functional groups are on the condensed-phase precursor. Thus oxidized organic aerosol could form from the oligomerization of smaller, highly-oxidized molecular species, which themselves may be formed by previous functionalization or fragmentation reactions. This is broadly consistent with the view of formation of SOA from aqueous chemistry, even though we do not explicitly model partitioning into the aqueous phase, this work provides some constraints into the chemical nature (H/C and O/C ratios) of these smaller species. On the other hand, the target itself (of formula $C_{10.5}H_{13.4}O_{7.3}$) is not consistent with the oligomeric species measured in SOA, such as those from monoterpene oxidation (which typically have twenty or more carbon atoms and relatively low OS$_C$ values), isoprene photooxidation, or glyoxal oligomerization (which typically have higher H/C values$^{11}$). Thus, even though these oligomerization reactions can occur under atmospheric conditions, they do not appear to dominate formation of the most oxidized fraction of the aerosol.

**MCMA case study.** Although LV-OOA in Mexico City is significantly more oxidized than that measured in other locations (Table 1 and Fig. 2), it has received substantial study and to our knowledge is the only LV-OOA factor whose volatility and elemental ratios have both been reported. Here, we examine LV-OOA at the T0 ground site at MILAGRO as a case study, in order to gain insight into potential formation pathways for this exceedingly highly oxidized organic aerosol. Using a $c^*$ of $10^{-5.2} \mu g m^{-3}$ gives a target carbon number estimate of $10.0 \pm 3.4$ with the chemical formula $C_{10}H_{12.1}O_{8.4}$ (3.4 hydroxyl groups and 5 carbonyl groups). The sources of uncertainty studied in this case for the carbon number are the error in computing elemental ratios and the deviations in $c^*$, which give values of $\delta_{NC}$ of 3.2 and 1.1, respectively. As with the average LV-OOA, the overall error is computed from the sum of the square of the errors. The potential functionalization precursors are shown in Fig. 7 for the saturated and unsaturated cases. Because the target in this case is so low in volatility, the functionalization transforms involve the loss of at least two hydroxyl groups, or all five carbonyl
groups, to form precursors that are semi-volatile, and even more for the precursor to be present exclusively in the gas phase. This suggests that gas-phase functionalization reactions would have to be exceedingly rapid to lead to the formation of organic material that is so high in oxidation state and low in volatility. Similarly, this class of organics cannot be formed directly from fragmentation reactions (even if the loss of small, reduced fragments are allowed). Again, some fragmentation reactions might occur earlier in the overall oxidation mechanism, but they do not play a role in the last step that forms this target. As in our average LV-OOA target (Fig. 6), oligomerization could be a viable step in the formation of these compounds, provided highly oxidized organic precursor species are present in the condensed phase.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a new general approach for assessing the potential pathways and precursors involved in the formation of highly oxidized organic aerosol, which involves starting from the product or “target” and working backwards. We define this target based on measurements of volatility and average elemental ratios of the AMS LV-OOA factor, yielding an average approximate chemical formula of C_{10.5}H_{13.4}O_{7.3}. The utility of our retrosynthetic method for constraining its formation chemistry has been demonstrated for this average LV-OOA target, as well as an exceedingly oxidized case, LV-OOA measured at the MILAGRO ground site. Our results suggest that the most probable LV-OOA-forming reactions are functionalization reactions that add multiple functional groups (including at least one hydroxyl group) at a time, as well as oligomerization reactions of smaller, highly oxidized precursors. Fragmentation reactions are only possible as the final step if they involve the loss of a small number of relatively reduced carbon atoms. While the specific aim of this study was to apply this technique to LV-OOA, this approach could be useful for understanding a wider range of targets, including other fractions of the aerosol (e.g., SV-OOA), as well as SOA generated in laboratory studies. However, this requires some information about the volatility and/or carbon number of the aerosol of interest.

In the present work, we limited the partitioning of the organic species to only two phases, the gas phase and the condensed-organic phase. Recent work has suggested the importance of the liquid-water phase as a medium for oxidation reactions, which could also be included in this treatment. This would require the determination of the volatilities of organics over water (Henry’s Law constant) from chemical properties (elemental ratios, functional group distributions, etc.). Otherwise the general approach, including the transforms that describe the chemical reactions, is the same as described in this work.

This retrosynthetic approach relies critically on the accurate characterization of the target molecule and key characteristics of its formation. This present work highlights the need for accurate measurements of the elemental ratios and volatility of organic aerosol. Field measurements of c* are limited, hindering accurate estimates of carbon number. Better constraints on c* of the oxidized aerosol could significantly improve the accuracy of our target carbon number. There is also a need for better constraints on the kinetics of the formation of highly oxidized aerosol. This has been measured only in the outflow from MCMA, which might not be widely representative. This rate is a key constraint on the
formation pathway, as it limits the number of oxidation steps that are possible as well as the phase in which those reactions can happen. Additionally, characterization of highly-oxidized OA using techniques other than AMS would be useful. The direct measurement of functional group distributions (e.g., using FTIR\textsuperscript{41}), can provide an alternative, and potentially more comprehensive, description of the relationships between chemical structure, volatility, and formation chemistry. Similarly, direct measurements of $n_C$ (e.g., using UHR-ESI-MS) would improve the accuracy of the target chemical formula and could provide more detailed information on the formation pathways of a wide range of molecular compounds.

We have made an effort to demonstrate the utility of this retrosynthetic approach for exploring the possible pathways by which highly oxidized aerosol is formed. By starting at the known endpoint/target, we improve our ability to identify pathways that can actually result in the formation of low-volatility, highly-oxidized organic compounds. This is in contrast to standard forward approaches that require some guesswork as to the starting molecules and pathways that may result in the formation of the target. This general approach could be particularly powerful when applied to rigorous models of oxidation mechanisms, gas-particle partitioning, and aerosol chemistry.\textsuperscript{18,22,54,67} Running such models backwards from well-defined targets may help identify key classes (or even structures) of organic compounds, as well as reaction conditions, that are most likely to lead to the formation of this important class of organic aerosol.
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